Your job this summer is to read TWO
books you have not read before.
Use this list to get ideas!
This list is made up of recommendations
from current sixth graders and from the
middle school librarian.

Your Summer Reading Assignment is at
the bottom of the list.

Fantasy and Science Fiction
11 Birthdays (series) by Wendy Mass
After celebrating their first nine same-day birthdays together, two
friends who have fallen out, prepare to celebrate their eleventh
birthday separately but peculiar things begin to happen as the day
of their birthday begins to repeat itself over and over again.
Among the Hidden (series) by Margaret Peterson Haddix
In a future where the Population Police enforce the law limiting a
family to only two children, Luke has lived all his twelve years in
isolation and fear on his family's farm, until another "third"
convinces him that the government is wrong.
Earthfall by Mark Walden
Sam awakens to see strange vessels gathered in the skies around
London emitting a persistent noise. Only Sam seems immune to the
signal. With his home planet feeling alien and the future unstable
and unclear, Sam must navigate a new world in this gripping
adventure.
Found by Maragaret Peterson Haddix
When thirteen-year-olds Jonah and Chip, who are both adopted,
learn they were discovered on a plane that appeared out of
nowhere, full of babies with no adults on board, they realize that
they have uncovered a mystery involving time travel.
Gregor the Overlander (series) by Suzanne Collins
When eleven-year-old Gregor and his little sister are pulled into a
strange underground world, they trigger an epic battle involving
humans, bats, rats, cockroaches, and spiders while on a quest
foretold by ancient prophecy.

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone (series) by J.K. Rowling
Rescued from the outrageous neglect of his aunt and uncle, a
young boy with a great destiny proves his worth while attending
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry.

The One and Only Ivan by Katherine Applegate
When Ivan, a gorilla who has lived for years in a down-and-out circusthemed mall, meets Ruby, a baby elephant that has been added to the
mall, he decides that he must find her a better life.

The Hypnotists (series) by Gordon Korman
Twelve-year-old Jackson Opus is descended from two powerful
hypnotist bloodlines, but he has just begun to realize that he can
control other peoples' actions with sometimes frightening results—
especially when his own life is in danger.

The Ruins of Gorlan (series) by John Flanagan
When fifteen-year-old Will is rejected by battle school, he becomes the
reluctant apprentice to the mysterious Ranger Halt, and winds up
protecting the kingdom from danger.

Loki's Wolves by Kelley Armstrong
Matt Thorsen is a direct descendent of the order-keeping god Thor,
and his classmates Fen and Laurie Brekke are descendents of the
trickster god Loki. When the apocalypse threatens, the descendents
of the gods must fight monsters to stop the end of the world.
The Merchant of Death (series) by D.J. MacHale
Fourteen-year-old Bobby Pendragon, having learned he is a
Traveler--someone who can ride "flumes" through time and space,
is soon off to an alternative dimension where he teams up with a girl
his age from a warrior territory, in an attempt to save the gentle
Milago people from slavery.
Neptune Project by Polly Holyoke
A group of kids who have been genetically altered to survive in the
ocean must embark on a dangerous underwater journey to find
refuge--and maybe even a way to save the world

The Sword of Summer (series) by Rick Riordan
Magnus Chase has always been a troubled kid. Since his mother's
mysterious death, he's survived by his wits alone on the streets,
keeping one step ahead of the police and the truant officers. Magnus
discovers he's the son of a Norse god and that the Viking myths are
true and the gods are preparing for war.
The Unwanteds (series) by Lisa McMann
In a society that purges thirteen-year-olds who are creative, identical
twins Aaron and Alex are separated, one to attend University while the
other, supposedly Eliminated, finds himself in a wondrous place where
youths hone their abilities and learn magic.
The Wishing Spell (series) by Chris Colfer
Through the mysterious powers of a cherished book of stories, twins
Alex and Conner leave their world behind and find themselves in a
foreign land full of wonder and magic where they come face-to-face
with fairy tale characters.

Realistic Fiction
Big Nate In a Class By Himself by Lincoln Pierce
Supremely confident middle school student Nate Wright manages to
make getting detention from every one of his teachers in the same
day seem like an achievement.
The Candymakers by Wendy Mass
Four gifted twelve-year-olds, including Logan, the candymaker's
son, are set to be contestants in the Confectionary Association's
national competition to determine the nation's tastiest sweet, but
nobody anticipates that a friendship will form between them.
Dumpling Days by Grace Lin
Pacy and her family go to Taiwan to celebrate Grandma's sixtieth
birthday, and Pacy is excited when her parents sign her up for a
Chinese painting class, but she cannot speak the language and
struggles to make friends and understand the teacher's
instructions.
Holes by Louis Sachar
The story about an unlucky boy who goes from loser to hero when
he beats the odds (and solves a mystery) at Camp Green Lake, a
detention center where he is made to dig holes everyday
Joey Pigza Swallowed a Key by Jack Gantos
To the constant disappointment of his mother and his teachers, Joey
has trouble paying attention or controlling his mood swings when
his prescription meds wear off and he starts getting worked up and
acting wired.
The Lemonade War by Jacqueline Davies
Evan and his younger sister react very differently to the news that
they will be in the same class for fourth grade and as the end of
summer approaches, they battle it out through lemonade stands,
each trying to be the first to earn 100 dollars. Includes tips for
running a successful lemonade stand.
Lost in London by Cindy Callaghan
Twelve-year-old Jordan Jacoby, in London as a foreign exchange
student, bonds with Caroline while being locked over night in a
department store, but things get complicated when Caroline's
nemesis finds out about their adventure.
A Mango Shaped Space by Wendy Mass
Afraid that she is crazy, thirteen-year-old Mia, who sees a special
color with every letter, number, and sound, keeps this a secret until
she becomes overwhelmed by school, changing relationships, and
the death of her beloved cat, Mango.	
  

Historical Fiction
Million Dollar Throw by Mike Lupica
Eighth-grade star quarterback Nate Brodie's family is feeling the
stress of the troubled economy, and Nate is frantic because his best
friend Abby is going blind, so when he gets a chance to win a million
dollars if he can complete a pass during the halftime of a New
England Patriot's game, he is nearly overwhelmed by the pressure
to succeed.
Mockingbird by Kathryn Erskine
Ten-year-old Caitlin, who has Asperger's Syndrome, struggles to
understand emotions, show empathy, and make friends at school,
while at home she seeks closure by working on a project with her
father.
My Side of the Mountain by Jean Craighead George
A young boy relates his adventures during the year he spends living
alone in the Catskill Mountains including his struggle for survival, his
dependence on nature, his animal friends, and his ultimate
realization that he needs human companionship.
One for the Murphys by Linda Mullaly Hunt
Carley uses humor and street smarts to keep her emotional walls
high and thick. The day she becomes a foster child, and moves in
with the Murphys, she's blindsided. This loving, bustling family
shows Carley the stable family life she never thought existed, and
she feels like an alien in their cookie-cutter-perfect household.
The Running Dream by Wendelin Van Draanen
When a school bus accident leaves sixteen-year-old Jessica an
amputee, she returns to school with a prosthetic limb and her track
team finds a wonderful way to help rekindle her dream of running
again.
Scat by Carl Hiaasen
Nick and Marta are both suspicious when their biology teacher, the
feared Mrs. Bunny Starch, disappears, and try to uncover the truth
despite the police and headmaster's insistence that nothing is
wrong.
Where the Red Fern Grows by Wilson Rawls
Billy has long dreamt of owning not one, but two dogs. So when
he's finally able to save up enough money for two pups to call his
own, he's ecstatic. Soon Billy and his hounds become the finest
hunting team in the valley. But tragedy awaits these determined
hunters--now friends--and Billy learns that hope can grow out of
despair.

Behind the Bedroom Wall by Laura E. Williams
Ten-year-old Korinna must decide whether to report her parents to her
Hitler youth group when she discovers that they are hiding Jews in a secret
space behind Korinna's bedroom wall.
The Escape (Henderson's Boys series) by Robert Muchamore
During the summer of 1940, Hitler's army advances toward Paris, causing
millions of French civilians to flee; meanwhile, British spy Charles
Henderson, with the help of a twelve-year-old French orphan, searches for
two British children who are being hunted by German agents.
A Long Walk to Water by Linda Sue Parker
When the Sudanese civil war reaches his village in 1985, eleven-year-old
Salva becomes separated from his family and must walk with other Dinka
tribe members through southern Sudan, Ethiopia, and Kenya in search of
safe haven.
The True Confessions of Charlotte Doyle by Avi
Thirteen-year-old Charlotte Doyle, the only passenger on a voyage from
England to America in 1832, must take serious matters into her own hands
when she learns that the captain is murderous.
The War That Saved My Life by Kimberly Bradley Brubaker
A young disabled girl and her brother are evacuated from London to the
English countryside during World War II, where they find life to be much
sweeter away from their abusive mother.

Non-Fiction
Eleven Seconds by Travis Roy
Travis Roy recounts how his life has changed since a freak accident in 1995
in his first Boston University hockey game that left him paralyzed from the
neck down.
Growing Up Gronk by Gordon Gronkowski
Tells the Gronkowskis' story, revealing how they were raised, how they were
motivated, how they trained, how they played, even how their mother kept
them fed.
Who is George Lucas by Pam Pollack
A biography of director and screenwriter George Lucas, creator of "Star
Wars" and Indiana Jones.

Action & Adventure

Ms. Chessman’s Picks

Escape from Mr. Lemoncello's Library by Chris Grabenstein
Twelve-year-old Kyle gets to stay overnight in the new town library,
designed by his hero (the famous gamemaker Luigi Lemoncello), with
other students but finds that come morning he must work with friends
to solve puzzles in order to escape

Bridge to the Wild by Caitlin O’Connell
Over five days, we meet a menagerie of magnificent animals! With
inside access to the guidance and knowledge of their beloved zoo
caretakers and with stunning photographs, we are able to see the
day-to-day marvels behind the animals’ enclosures that often go
unseen by everyday zoovisitors.

Hatchet by Gary Paulsen
After a plane crash, thirteen-year-old Brian spends fifty-four days in
the Canadian wilderness, learning to survive with only the aid of a
hatchet given him by his mother, and learning also to survive his
parents' divorce.

The Book Scavenger by Jennifer Chambliss Bertman
Just after twelve-year-old Emily and her family move to San
Francisco, she teams up with a new friend to follow clues in an off
book they find. They’re in a race against time to solve the mystery
or they all may end up in danger!

Mission Unstoppable (series) by Dan Gutman
On a cross-country vacation with their parents, twins Coke and Pepsi,
soon to be thirteen, fend off strange assassins as they try to come to
terms with their being part of a top-secret government organization
known as The Genius Files.

George by Alex Gino
When people look at George, they think they see a boy, but George
knows she’s a girl. She thinks she’ll have to keep this as a secret
forever, but with the help of her best friend Kelly, George comes up
with a plan; not just so she can be Charlotte, but so everyone can
know who she is, once and for all.

Spy School by Stuart Gibb
Twelve-year-old Ben Ripley leaves his public middle school to attend
the CIA's highly secretive Espionage Academy, which everyone is told
is an elite science school.
Stormbreaker (series) by Anthony Horowitz
After the death of the uncle who had been his guardian, fourteenyear-old Alex Rider is coerced to continue his uncle's dangerous work
for Britain's intelligence agency, MI6.

Mystery
Belly Up (series) by Stuart Gibb
Twelve-year-old Teddy investigates when a popular Texas zoo's
star attraction--Henry the hippopotamus--is murdered.
Moxie and the Art of Rule Breaking by Erin Dionne
Instead of spending a carefree summer exploring downtown Boston
with best friend Ollie, thirteen-year-old Moxie must solve a famous
art heist in order to protect those she loves from her ailing
grandfather's gangster past. Includes facts about the 1990
Gardner Museum art theft.

Little Dee and the Penguin by Christopher Baldwin
In graphic form, after her park ranger father dies, Little Dee is
swept off on an adventure with a group of animals as they try to
protect their penguin friend from being eaten by a pair of hungry
polar bears.
Red Blazer Girls (series) by Michael Buckley
Seventh graders Sophie, Margaret, Rebecca, and Leigh Ann help an
elderly neighbor solve a puzzle her father left for her estranged
daughter twenty years earlier, and solve some of their own
romantic issues along the way.
Surviving Middle School: navigating halls, riding the social roller coaster
and unmasking the real you by Luke Reynolds
In this hilarious guide full of honest, real-life experiences, veteran
teacher Luke Reynolds skillfully and humorously shows kids not
only how to survive, but thrive and even enjoy the wild ride that is
middle school.
The Secrets of Tree Taylor by Dandi Daley Mackall
In small-town Missouri in tumultuous 1963, Tree Taylor, 13, wants
to write and important story to secure a spot on the high school
newspaper staff. When a neighbor is shot, she investigates and
learns that some secrets should be kept.

Your Summer
Reading Assignment
Please print out and complete the last
page of the summer reading list. The
document can also be found as a file called
“6th Grade Summer Reading Assignment”
below this list.

You will have to rate the best book
you read this summer and talk about
what you think the message of the
book is. Then, read and rate some
other books!
This assignment is due on the first
day of school!
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